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Summary

This paper extends the calculus of factorial experiments "to a fractional
factorial set-up and examines critically the proportional frequency plans
from the point of view of estiraability and efficiency.

Introduction

Plackett [7] introduced the criterion of proportional frequency in a
multifactor setting It was contended by Addelman [1] that fractional
factorial plans based on this criterion lead to orthogonal estimation of
lower order factorial effects when higher order effects are absent. Lewis
and John [4] and later, more rigorously, Mukerjee [5] had shown that the
contention ofAddelman regarding orthogonality inproportional frequency
plans is not in general true and established, in the general case, the crite
rion of equal frequency (in terms of orthogonal arrays) as/a necessary and
sufiBcient condition for orthogonal fractional factorial plans.

Unfortunately, however, as shown in Mukerjee [5], especially in the
asymmetric case, there are situations where orthogonal plans based on the
equal frequency criterion are nonexistent. Hence in fractional experimen
tation under such circumstances one has no other alternative than to forgo
orthogonality and search for possibly nonorthogonal plans. Since it is
comparatively simpler to obtain proportional frequency plans (cf. Addel-
rnan [1], [2]) such plans may be considered in this cpiitext. But before the
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proportional frequency plans are used, their worth with regard to estim-
ability and efficiency should be critically reexamined particularly in view
of the fact that the existing results on them appear to be incorrect. This
paper makes a study in this line by extending the calculus offactorial
experiments (cf. Kurkjian and Zelen [3]) to a fractional factorial set-up.
Though the main emphasis will be on proportional frequency plans it is
anticipated that the methods developed will be helpful indealing with
other problems in fractional replication as well.

-2. Notations and Preliminaries

Consider a factorial experiment involving m factors F^,. . . ,Fm at si,
m

levels respectively (sj > 2, 1 <; < m), there being v =

level combinations in all. Throughout this paper the v level combinations
will be assumed to be lexicographically ordered (cf. Kurkjian and Zelen
[3]). Let t(-x') be the vector of treatment effects arranged lexicographically^

Let fo71<; < = (1,1 1)' and Pjbe an (s^ - \) Xsj
matrix such that (Sj'i Ij, P'j) is orthogonal. Let

P '̂ = sf 1/if Xj = 0; = Pj if xj = 1- (2.1)
Further let Q = {{x^,. . . , x™): x, = 0, r Vj, not all x/s are zero}. For
any :!c = (xi, . . . , JXm) e Q, writing

P" = Pj'= X. .. X (2.2)

where X denotes Kronecker, product, it is easy to check that the
—1);^/ linear functions P® Zrepresent a complete set oforthonormal

treatment contrasts belonging to the factorial effect (cf.
Mukerjee [5]). Let for 1 < m

= {(Xi,. . , , xm): (xi xm) £ a, at most u of
Xm are 4},

PW =(..., P»', ,. P(< .= (. . . , P''. . . .), (2.3)

P"being included in P'"' fP'̂ O ifand only ifx e (Q —̂ ).
In the factorial context it often happens that the higher order inter

actions, say those involving more'than t factors, are absent i.e.

pwT= 0- (2-^)
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Then imposing the side restriction 3 = 0, where = (1, I, . . ., 1)'
and following the line of Mukerjee [5] we have

T = pWr* (2.5)

\ ' where 2* is avector ofnew parameters representing treatment effects under
(2.4). "

Consider an arrangement of the vlevel combinations in an (unblocked)
completely randomised design such that for 1 ^ r ^ v, the /th level com
bination is replicated n times.

V

Let = (ri rv)', = Diag (ri, ; . . , r^), n = ^(> 0),-
_ vector of observed treatment totals, G = £' T

^(2.6)
Q = r - Gt.

Then following Mukerjee [5], sfssuming the usual fixed effects linear model
with a constant error variance (a®, say) under the reparametrized set-up
(2.5), the reduced normal equations are found to be

p(t) QpH)'pH)x =•. p(t)Q . (2.7)

4 3. Estimability in Proportional Frequency Plans

Consider an unblocked m factor design in which the /th level combina
tion is replicated 0) times,! < z < v- Let for 1 K, jy < • • •
<;•« < m, 1 < g < m, 0 ^ ij, < J,-, - 1(1< / < q), repre
sentthe number of times the level combination {ij^, . . . , ij^ of the factors
Fj^, . . . , Fj^ occur among the level combinations included in the experi
ment. The chosen level combinations will be defined to represent a pro-_
pprtional frequency plan ofstrength d{< m) if for every ji,.. .jd and every

, Ijj [1 < y'l < . . . < Jci < w; 0 < ij, < 5,; - 1(1 ^ < d)]

,,-('̂ ^1) n 4!!^ > 0, (3.1)
'/j,.. . ,'id 'n

where n —S,.(> 0). In this section we shall study theworthof such plans
from the point of view of estimability.

For 1 < 7 < w, let Dj = Diag ....

B — ("o » • • • ' '
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V, = n-^Dj, Tj = n-2 Tj =

= h if xj = 0; = Ij if xj = I, -

yjx},yi) _ ^ y. ^ „-i nO) if X; = 1, yj = 0;

= n-i if Xj = 0, >>; = ]; = 1 if xy = j'; = 0
^ _ j. _ y^,,yi) otherwise.

It is easy to check that for 1 < ; < m; xy = 0, 1; yj = 0, 1,

zf Vj sf = rf , ef 7^-
For, X, j* e Q, define

m m m , ^

e" = • X = X = X
7=1 ;=i ;=i

By (3.2), (3.3), it is immediate that for a;, e Q,

s*' Vj^ e" =. £®' ^X sf =. P"^

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

Theorem 3,1. If the chosen level combinations form a proportionalfre
quency plan of strength 2g (< m) then all contrasts belonging to effects
involving g or lessfactors are estimable when all effectsinvolving more than
gfactors are absent.

Proof. Because of the reduced normal equations (2.7) (here g = t) we
only have to show that P"" CP'"'' is positive definite under the given
condition. Now if the chosen level combinationsform a proportional fre
quency plan (i.e. if (3.1) holds with d = 2g) proceeding as in the proof of
Lemma,2.2 of Mukerjee [5] by showing that the corresponding elements
of the two sides are equal, wfe have for any x,ysjg

• E '̂Cs" = — T'®-"'],

i.e. by (3.5)

e'"Ce'-' = nz '̂OtV. (3.6)

where by (3.2)

m

G = X -(« ^Dj,
/=I

(? = Diag {flu . . . . a„) - aa', (3.7)

" m m

• X («-'n'^)) X («-'n'«)
0=1 ^ J

I.e.
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m ; 0

where a = (aj aj' = x Since the chosen Iftvel eombina-
;=i

tions form a proportional frequency plan of strength 2g, by (3.1), n\p.
\ > 0 ¥ ij, j. Hence o,- > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , v.

By (2.1), (2.2), (3.4), for any a; s Q, there exists matrix such that
P" = Lxs"-'. Hence by (3.6), under the given conditions for x, yzJg,
P'-'CP"' = n P'^GP^', so that by (2.3)

pwcpw = nP'^"''- (3.8)

By (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) P"" x 1,- = 0 and pwpw = /. Further fli > 0
Vy=l /

i = 1, 2,_.. . , V. Hence by (3.7) and some standard steps in matrix algebra,
it is evident that (and hence pie)cpw^ by (3_g) jg positive
definite. • Q.E.D.

One would naturally like to investigate the possible extension of the
above theorem to the case g < t i.e. to examine whether all contrasts-
belonging to effects involving g or less factors are estimable when all effects
iuvolving more than t factors are absent given that the chosen level pm-
binations form a proportional frequency plan of strength (g + t). .

U g < t, by (2.3), (2.5), the reduced normal equations (2.7.) can be
•4 written as "

•p{o) cpi.0)' piff) cp''^'*y ~1 -p(l7)Q -

_ p^.i) Q _ (3.9)

where = (..., p^\ . . .), P' being included in jP'"," if and only if
X z Jt — Jq. Since here we are interested in estimating the elements of
pWi the problem reduces to examine whether, given that the chosen level

combinations form a proportional frequency plan of strength {g + t), it
is necessarily true that

row space (/*, 0) C row space (P<«' CP'"') (3.10)

where I* is identity matrix of order Vj, 0 is null matrix of order
Vi X (va — Vi) and Vj, V2 denote respectively the number of rows in f
p(t).

The answer, however, will, in general, be in the negative as the follow
ing example illustrates.

Example 3.1. Consider the following plan of a 3® X 2® factorial (the
level combinations are written as columns) which is easily seen to be a
proportional frequency plan of strength 3.
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00010I1100010111Q0020222000 2 0 222
00101011002020220010101100202022
010011010100110101001101 0 1 001101

01110001011100010111000101110001

with f = 1, <= 2, it may be checked that (3.10) does not hold. Thepro-
cess which involves actual computation of is lengthy and is
not shown here. Thus though the chosen level combinations form a pro
portional frequency plan of strength 3, it is not possible to estimate all
main effect contrasts even when all interactions involving more than two
factors are absent.

Thus it is seen that further extension of Theorem 3.1 in the line con
templated above isnot possible. As such the use ofproportional frequency
plans should be as envisaged in Theorem 3.1.

4. Analysis and Efficiency

We now consider in brief the analysis of such plans. Consider a pro
portional frequency plan ofstrength Ig. Then by (2.7) (with g = t), (3.8)
and Theorem 3.1, assumingthe absence of all interactions involvingmore
than g factors

p(s-)^ = (p(!r) Cp(»)')-i • (4.1) y.

so that

Disp (P"")J CP^oy)-^ = (Pt"' GP< '̂')-^ • (4.2)

As such the sum of squares (SS) due to P'®'t is given by

n-l Q' pW' (p(a) QpW'yi pi.g)Q . •.
The error SS is obtained by subtracting this from the total SS. For any
Xe Jg, P®j, Disp (P^t) may be obtained from appropriate subvector and
submatrix~of (4.1), (4.2) respectively. It shuold be noted that the plan
under study is nonorthogonal so that separate ANOVA tables would be
required for various factorial effects.

Ws can deriv« a lower bound for the average efficiency of such plans.

It is easy to check.that X (rtZ)/^ = {H, say) is a generalised inverse of
;=1

G. Hence by (4.2) after some simplification we have ^
Disp (P'̂ 'j) = [P'®' JyP'®'' - P"" P"" (-Hp""')-^ P^"^

It is difficult tohave a compact expression fpr Trace [Disp (P<^> tJ], How-
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ever, noting tiiat the second term within square brackets on the right hand
side of (4.3) is nonnegativc definite, by (2.3),

Trace [Disp (P(")t)1 < Trace (P'"'

= a^n-^ Trace (HPC)' ^ Trace {HP" P®) (4.4)
XQJg

mm

By (2.1), (2.2), for any :v: s Q, F®' P« = Wf^, where for 1<; < Wj

= Ij - sT'̂ 1; I'i if = 1.

= Ij \j if ^7 = 0.

m

Hence writing for ;>(: s Q, a(x) = H {sj —I)'''
J=1

Trace {HP'" P") = Trace

^l —1 •'m—1

T- m •

{X {tlD-^)] P'" P"
L;=l

- rt" a(x)v-^ ' S\ S (̂n|J^ ... ,
,1=0 i„=0 " y=i

iV=o

Thus by (4.4),

Trace [Disp (P"" t)] < o^-i
p m

n
Ly=l

Ik:

. ij=0 ''

(4.5)

Since Disp (P<®'t) is a square matrix oforder S a{x), by (4.5), average

variance ©f the elements of t

< n
j=l l/,=0

(4.6)

As shown in Mukerjee [6] for any given », an equal frequency plan
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(based on orthogonal array with variable symbols) if it exists is universally
optimal with • •

Disp vl • (4.7)

where I is identity matrix of appropriate order. For any particularm, even
if an equal frequency does not exist we shall define the relative cflBiciency
of any other plan relative to a hypothetical equal frequency plan for the
sake of definiteness. Thus by (4.6), (4.7), the average relative eflSciency of
a. plan based on a proportional frequency criterion (of strength 2g) is at
least

m

' n
y=i 0=0

(4.8)

Thesmaller the scatter of ij = 0, I, . . . , sj —1, for different j, the
greater the value of (4.8). Hence in the construction of proportional fre
quency plans, should be as nearly equal as possible for
each j.

5. Concluding Semarks

The discussion in section 3following the proof ofTheorem 3.1 indicates y.-
that if all effects involving more than t factors are absent and it is desired
to keep all effects involving g(< t) factors estimable using a proportional
frequency plan, a plan of strength (g + t) will not necessarily serve the
purpose. The authors have, however, come across examples, obtained by
hit and trial, which suggest that insuch situations a proportional frequency
plan of strength (g + t) may be helpful provided r/J^ = = . . .

(J) . ^
~ for some /'s. This leads one to think in terms of some
'mixture' of proportionaland equal frequency plans. It is intended to take,
up these developments in a subsequent communication.
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